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Abstract--- Currently, Internet of Things (IoT) influenced applications are significant upon deployed sensors accurately. Anyhow, classical optimization problem is induced along NP-hard class of problems to determine the accurate localization of deployed sensors nodes. Thence this proposal work provides distributed localization algorithm using hybrid Cuckoo search with hill climbing (CS-HC) algorithm. In turn it improvises the mechanism of optimisation solution by validating threshold value for IoT. Computational complexity get reduced by locating deployed sensor nodes via CS-HC algorithm as well as increase lifetime of resource constrained IoT sensor nodes. Simulated results predicts that proposed CS-HC algorithm produces significant performance accurately.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, IOT resolves many challenges in emerging applications like acoustic detection military surveillance, inventory tracking, and environmental monitoring. On deploying sensor nodes in IOT, scattering of nodes randomly in area are detected. It seems adhoc on lack of information. Thus prediction of node position accurately is mandatory. Wireless devices in overabundance tells that internet of things (IoT) is required for interconnected world.

Software and electronics embedding sensors and physical objects helps network communication to process in IOT [1][2]. Target tracking, routing, cities, monitoring homes, automation, health monitoring, transportation management and environment are emerging applications of IoT[3]. These tasks get efficient on successful sensor nodes deployment for surrounding monitor, entity collection and transmission accordingly with IOT applications. Sensor nodes are localized accurately for efficient IoT applications in turn segregate sensing information with no locality data from sensed data [4]. Hence, absence of locality data of sensor node are mere useless. Unlike this, sensed data influences success in geographic routing [5], intrusion detection [6], and traffic monitoring [7]. Anyhow, classical optimization problem is induced along NP-hard class of problems to determine the accurate localization of deployed sensors nodes. [8].
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Navigation system as Global Positioning System (GPS) supports localization of sensor nodes conventionally [9]. But fails in locating data of sensor nodes on deployment in urban or indoor environment which may block or damage satellite signal [10]. Additionally, size, price, power are consumed high for GPS receivers being dependent of resource constrained. Sensor nodes are noticed to locate in area of interest which is battery oriented. Thence, consuming energy constraint in sensor nodes are required to enhance network lifetime process [11].

Estimation of \((X,Y)\) location for sensor node in IOT is done on communication between nodes with known data as \((X_1,Y_1),(X_2,Y_2),(X_3,Y_3)\) accordingly [12]. The primary phases are ranging as well as estimation in localization process. Received Signal Strength Identification (RSSI) identify distance between sensor nodes which is unknown, Time of Arrival (TOA) of received signal, Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) of received signal [13] in phase of ranging. Factors of noise influence the results to be inaccurate in ranging phase [14]. Computation of position ranged from information on the first phase of unknown sensor in the estimation phase. These phases are performed via algorithm of mathematical optimization conventionally like a simultaneous equations set and stochastic optimization algorithms for decreasing the localization error. Hence, algorithms of bio-inspired stochastic optimization are focused. Figure 1 explicates IOT sensor nodes localization.
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Since earlier days, several methods are being used for localization of nodes accurate as well as maximizes the network lifetime in WSN and reported in the literature [15][16]. Thus bio-inspired PSO are proposed for localization of nodes in [17][18]. But fails in trapping of local minimal optimization problem. So, Cuckoo search with hill climbing (CS-HC) algorithm is employed for validating the threshold values using threshold technique.

### II. CUCKOO SEARCH WITH HILL CLIMBING (CS-HC) ALGORITHM

This proposal of cuckoo search algorithm with hill climbing (CS-HC) depending on technique of multiple threshold for objective function by means of selecting CH node. The optimal threshold are focused to choose resulted image.
**Cuckoo Search Algorithm**

It is a process of Meta-heuristic search CS algorithm that follows protocol as

1. Unique eggs are laid by each cuckoo at specific time and place it in random nest.
2. Execution is carried to determine the qualified nest with qualified egg to next iteration.
3. Fixed number is attained on host obtained and may decide probability of unknown eggs inside nests.

This criteria is considered in a way that host bird nest may built new nest for its purpose in new location or threw outside and use its own nest. This prototype is built in cuckoo search algorithm. Levy flight is performed as (1) on preparing new solutions for ith cuckoo, as

\[
x_i^{(t+1)} = x_i^{(t)} + \alpha \odot \text{Levy}(\lambda)
\]

Interest scale is related step size. Entry-wise multiplications represent Product. Distribution of step-lengths are measured by Levy flight depending on subsequent probability distribution

\[
\text{Levy} u = t^{(-\lambda)}, 1 < \lambda \leq 3
\]

Infinite variance are observed. Random walk procedure is maintained on successful steps of cuckoo basically leading senses power-law step length distribution on crucial tail.

**Algorithm: Cuckoo Search**

Determine Objective function \(f(x)\), \(x=(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_d)\)

Initialize population of \(n\) host nests \(x_i\) (\(i=1,2,\ldots,d\))

While (\(t<\text{MaxGeneration}\)) or (stop criterion)

Attain cuckoo (say \(i\)) randomly and produce novel solution by levy flights

Estimate its quality/ fitness \(F_i\)

Select nest between \(n\) (say \(j\)) arbitrarily

If (\(F_i > F_j\))

Replace \(j\) by novel solution

End

Throw away fraction (\(Pa\)) of worse nests and construct novel ones at novel locations through levy flights

Maintain finest solutions or nests with quality solutions

Position solutions and acquire current best

End while

Post procedure outcomes and visualization

End

**Hill Climbing (HC)**

A mathematical optimization technique to the base of Hill Climbing (HC) is used for searching process locally. Neighborhood and current state are being searched by validation. Once goal is attained, stop the execution. Else, iteration is repeated on current state possibly on without new operators remained. Additionally, the primary phases
are two for choosing operator on not applying to the current state in producing new state and in sequence second step validate the new state.

Hence CH is selected on new state against current one for improvising solution.

1: i = initial solution
2: While \( f(s) \leq f(i) \) \( s \in \text{Neighbours}(i) \) do
3: Generates an \( s \in \text{Neighbours}(i) \);
4: If \( \text{fitness}(s) > \text{fitness}(i) \) then
5: Replace \( s \) with the \( i \);
6: End If

Cluster head is chosen for its beneficial on adjustment. Customization and adjustable algorithm are selected. For instance, discrete domains and communication are focused.

**Proposed Cuckoo Search Algorithm with Hill Climbing Algorithm for localization process**

The proposed CS-HC algorithms are collaborative combinations of the techniques. Techniques of CS and HC are incorporated to propose a new algorithm. Behavior of brood parasitic are determined by CSA in some cuckoo species with combined nature of Levy flight randomly with new power law of step length distribution inclusive of a heavy tail. A few birds behavior influences some birds and fruit flies discovery. A bright exploration is utilized on Levy flight for better result. Hence, a balance between local nearby exploitation and global wide exploration are balanced by CSA of significant met heuristic swarm-based algorithm towards space search problem. But, fails in convergence which is poor and slow. To resolve these issues, proposed algorithm comes along incorporation of CSA and HC and achieve bright explore as to optimize the benchmark function.

**III. PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED IOT SENSOR NODE LOCALIZATION PROCESS BASED ON HYBRID CUCKOO SEARCH WITH HILL CLIMBING (CS-HC) ALGORITHM**

The primary focus is to validate \( N \) coordinates which is unknown depending on 2D stationary anchor nodes \( M \) for accurate localization of sensor node in IoT accurately For instance, \( d = 2 \) based on CS-HC algorithm procedural flow. The following steps are as to proceed distributed localization process of the IoT sensor nodes.

1. 2-D sensor nodes are deployed randomly for determining \( M \) anchor nodes and \( N \) unknown IoT sensor nodes along \( R \) being the sensor communication range.
2. Coordinates are located by the anchor nodes as well as being transmitted its location of coordinate information in regular mode.
3. Sensor node which is unknown of \( i \)th IoT is focused on localization of three or more anchor nodes which is in the communication range. Else its not possible to localise. In implementation simple, hardware complexity as well as low cost are attained. RSSI based ranging approach is implemented for validating distance of neighbouring nodes. Additional energy consumption is not required for measuring RSSI signal that benefit sensor nodes of resource constrained IoT. a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with variance \( \sigma^2 \) is followed for RSSI based distance estimation.
approaches that ranging error. \((x_n, y_n)\) and \((x_m, y_m)\) location nodes or coordinates are measured with its distance by\ndnm and Euclidean distance defines mth anchor node on location coordinate for distance \(d_{nm}\) as

\[
d_{nm} = \sqrt{(x_n - x_m)^2 + (y_n - y_m)^2} (3)
\]

Surroundings in network as of ranging error influence actual distance \(d_{nm}\) is usually different from the measured

distance \(\hat{d}_{nm}\) as \(\hat{d}_{nm} = d_{nm} + p_n, \) Gaussian noise \(P_n\).

4. Cost/objective function are defined. The nodes of anchoring and unknown sensor are determined its distance by mean of square of ranging/localization error by cost/objective function \(f(x_n, y_n)\) from

\[
f(x_n, y_n) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sqrt{(x_n - x_m)^2 + (y_n - y_m)^2} - \hat{d}_{nm}^2 (4)
\]

on \(M \geq 3\) as communication range of anchor nodes along n th unknown sensor node are estimated along
coordinates \((x_n, y_n)\) via deploying CS-HC algorithm for minimal cost/objective function \(f(x_n, y_n)\).

\textit{Pseudo Code: Hybrid CS_HC}

Start
Define Objective function \(f(x), x=(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_d)\)
Initial a population of n host nests \(x_i(i=1,2,\ldots,d)\)
Define the cuckoo search parameters \(P_a\)
Begin CS
Evaluate its quality/ fitness \(F_i\)
Get a cuckoo (say i) randomly and generate a new solution by levy flights
Choose a nest among n (say j) randomly
If \((F_i > F_j)\)
Replace j by the new solution
End
Then
Calculate the neighbouring nest
Find the maximum of neighbouring nest
If (Larger than the current one)
Local minimum is found
If not again calculate the neighbouring nest
If the local minimum is larger than the current local minimum
Abandon a fraction \(P_a\) of worse nests and build new ones at new locations via levy flights
Keep the best solutions or nests with quality solutions
Rank the solutions and find the current best based on the max iteration
End while
Final best population of nests
End begin CS
Therefore, CS-HC initiates search by base CS algorithm with many iterations. So, better HC is obtained to resolve the slow convergence from basic algorithm of cuckoo search. So cluster head algorithm initiates arbitrary solution to get qualified solution that by incremental of each step. On modifying solution, incremental modification is required till the new solution is obtained. In turn it give back CSA algorithm on examining probability fraction $P_E$.

5. At the end of each CS-HC algorithm iteration, an unknown node that gets localized will act as an additional anchors for other unknown sensor nodes in the next iteration.

6. Step 2 to Step 4 are executed repeatedly until all the unknown IoT sensor nodes have been localized or the termination conditions have been reached.

7. Calculating the average localization error EALE. If $(X_n, Y_n)$ is the actual unknown sensor node location and $(x_n, y_n)$ is the computed location through CS-HC algorithm then the EALE can be given as:

$$EALE = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \sqrt{(x_n-X_n)^2+(y_n-Y_n)^2}}{N} \tag{5}$$

It should be noted that the main objective of the localization algorithm is to reduce EALE to have a better localization performance.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

Experimental results of proposed algorithm in domain of IoT from distributed CS-HC localization along BPSO and modified BPSO are implemented against PSO in MATLAB R2016b. Table 1 depicts the simulated results. An pc with Intel Core i7-6500 2.5 GHz CPU running in Microsoft Windows 7 enterprise edition SP1 64-bit operating system implements the algorithm of proposed CS-HC and existing approaches. In addition, anchor nodes are deployed identically in CS-HC and several algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Field Size</td>
<td>100 x 100 m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor Nodes, M</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown Nodes, N</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Range, R</td>
<td>25 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Percentage, $P_e$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Iteration, $t_{max}$</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia Weight $\omega$</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: Localization Using Social Learning based proposed CS-HC
Table 2: Comparison of Localization Error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Average Localization Error</th>
<th>95% CI Lower range</th>
<th>95% CI Upper range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modified BPSO</td>
<td>0.2494</td>
<td>0.1684</td>
<td>0.3089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPSO</td>
<td>0.2494</td>
<td>0.1684</td>
<td>0.3098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>0.0710</td>
<td>0.0674</td>
<td>0.0806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL-PSO</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed CS-HC</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracy of localization as well as rate of convergence are computed by proposed CS-HC localization algorithm and PSO and tabulated in Table 2 and figure 3.

Figure 3: Comparison of Localization Error

Time taken for computing proposed algorithm against prevailing method SL-PSO, PSO, BPSO and Modified BPSO are tabulated in Table 3 and depicts that proposed method took low time consumption with better quality.

Table 3: Comparison of Computation Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Computation Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modified BPSO</td>
<td>66.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPSO</td>
<td>100.436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>139.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL-PSO</td>
<td>63.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed CS-HC</td>
<td>60.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Comparison of Computation Time
Time taken for computing proposed algorithm against prevailing method SL–PSO, PSO, BPSO and Modified BPSO are figured in figure 4 and depicts that proposed method took low time consumption with better quality.

V. CONCLUSION

Several years, WSN uses a range of small network area to big one becomes crucial. But it fails in achieving efficient energy utilisation and life time of network. Hence, sensor nodes is used for localization of nodes. WSN uses nodes deployment randomly in this proposed research. The geographical location of deployed nodes are known utilising the known information sensed node. Target node is determined for known localised node along reduced error in localization. Similar way, GPS are deviced with sensed nodes on deployment seems high cost effective. Hence, it is too resolved by implementing without GPS by detecting target node locations. The indicated node used for this technique is defined as anchor node. The target nodes are detected and located by mobile anchor node around the network area. Thence, this proposed research of a innovative algorithm of distributed localization along CS–HC is used for IoT. Experimental results depicts that proposed CS–HC attains better quality of network life time and reduces energy consumption with constrained resource and sensor nodes with operating battery in IoT.
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